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BB Bean:
The Legacy
Samantha LaBue
Staff Writer

C

olorado College isn’t merely the blocks
along Nevada and Cascade. I think we all
consider Wooglin’s, La’aus, and other surrounding businesses to be as vital to our college
experience as the bookstore and other campus
establishments. Where would we be without
Phantom Canyon on Wednesdays, trips to the
Leechpit for outrageous party clothes, and a
morning kick-in-the-pants from a cup of BB
Bean coffee during our precious class breaks?
Well, it seems to be the end of an era. BB
Bean, the shop that overwhelmed its customers
and even passer-bys with the sweet aroma of
locally roasted coffee beans, is now an empty
building that smells more like 409 then morning
brew. That’s right. The rumors are true, and the
sign on the door is no hoax; BB Bean has closed.

After years as a store-owner, beginning with
a blues bar in California and a bicycle shop in
Manitou Springs, BB founder, bean roaster, and
owner Bob Polito is retiring. From his location in Palmer Lake, Bob personally roasted
each batch of beans and delivered them every
morning, usually accompanied by his Terrier,
Bill. Years ago Bob would roast on site, but after
complaints of campfire smell from the formerly
established CC Pharmacy (located where The
Colorado Running Company now is) Bob
moved his roaster north.
BB’s legacy, while filled with warm and fuzzy
sentiments of coffee drinking and pleasant chats
with manager Evelyn and employees Jessica,
Made, and myself, seemed to develop its fair
share of rumors and gossip. First of all, the
store’s closing is “not about money, it’s just time
to move on,” Evelyn Stettler explained. Most everyone I spoke to about BB Bean’s end believed
the sudden closing to be a result of poor business, Bob’s mental stability, his wife’s passing, or
something to do with some long-standing feud
with Wooglin’s. All four rumors are false.
continued on page 3

A glimpse of the past: BB bean’s old Wahsatch location.

Photo courtesy of BB Bean

Erica Plumlee
Staff Writer

L

ast week, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation awarded Colorado College a two-year,
$517,000 grant towards language studies. The
grant is being used for the incorporation of
new approaches to language studies and the
incorporation of language studies into CC’s
broader curriculum. This includes the development of placement and proficiency tests.
CC has applied for and received three Mellon grants for language studies over the past
three years: a $50,000 planning grant awarded
in 2007, a $414,000 two-year grant awarded in
2009, and the $517,000 two-year grant awarded
in 2011. This Mellon grant will go toward
expanding upon projects that began with the
2009 award.
“The Mellon grant is used for several purposes,” said Spanish professor, Daniel ArroyoRodriguez. “In the past I have benefited from
this scholarship by receiving funds to organize
Spanish courses in Spain. In fact, Block 8
[2013] I’m going to organize a course in Spain
on immigration, and the funds for the research
come from this scholarship.”
Besides invigorating the current language
studies, the grant is used to support faculty
from other disciplines who plan to integrate
language studies into their courses. The
2009 award allowed for faculty from various
disciplines to improve their language proficiency, enabling new research. The grant will
also allow for faculty participation in language
workshops and summer stipends for rebuilding
existing courses.
“The grant paid for language faculty to go
to the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages conference, which was
held in Denver this November, and to find
out about the latest trends and techniques in
language teaching,” explained Instructional
Technologist, Sarah Withee. “It also pays for
the salary of an Arabic professor. The grant
allows faculty from anywhere on campus to
take intensive language courses. For example,
Shane Burns, a physics professor, did a French

program over the summer.”
Like the 2009 award, the 2011 grant will enable continued development of language “boot
camps”. These intense courses are designed
to help students bridge the transition from
high school language study to college language
study, as well as students resuming study after
a hiatus.
The Spanish department began “boot camp”
last year and found it to be an effective solution to the inevitable language loss that results
from taking language classes sporadically
throughout the year. These courses will soon
be offered in other languages.
A goal for the project is to train adjunct
faculty and cultural program coordinators to
teach these “boot camps”.
“One of the other things the money is used
for in the Spanish department is the development of the three levels of adjunct classes,
and that was also a project last fall,” explained
Withee. “One of the complaints we sometimes
hear from students about the adjunct courses
is that they’re not always very well calibrated
with normal course offerings, so we wanted
to make it a little more of a systematic review.
So in the Spanish department we were able to
bring in someone to write that up for us.”
A second phase of the project will involve
expanding on the language-based area studies
programs, with an emphasis on connection to
other disciplines that build from the language
out. The recently established program in
Mediterranean Languages and Cultures and the
new minor in Mediterranean Studies will serve
as models for further language-based studies
programs in both Asia and Latin America.
The grant will help CC explore language
as more than a linear competency; the goal
is to also emphasize language as a means to
cultural understanding, which is a major goal
of the language-based studies programs. By
adding language courses in other subject areas,
students use their skills at higher levels. As
the school-wide conversation continues, the
far-reaching benefits of the Mellon grant will
continue to be explored.
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Students sell energy bars on campus to combat global malnutrition
Ellie Cole
Staff Writer

Need a study snack and want to help the
world? That may sound a little flippant, or too
simple, but there’s a way you can ease your
hunger along with that of a child somewhere
else in the world. Thanks to CC junior Sarah
Phillips and Students for Global Health, CC
food establishments are now selling Two
Degree Bars. By simply swiping your gold
card—hopefully you still have several tiger
bucks left to spare—and purchasing one of
these sweet and healthy snacks, you will also
be giving a hungry child in the world a muchneeded meal.
Last summer, Phillips interned in Boston.
“It was through Partners in Health’s ‘Institute
for Health and Social Justice’,” she said. “I
worked on the Right to Health Care team,
which transports patients to the U.S. to receive
care unavailable in their home country.”
Partner’s in Health is the organization that
distributes these bars all over the country. One
bar purchased will provide one child with a
healthy meal that he or she can easily digest.
Two Degrees is a for-profit company with a
social cause, said Phillips.
Every nutrition pack distributed regularly to
a child has a 95 percent chance of reversing
their malnutrition,” said junior Camilla Vogt,

who was also involved in bringing the bars to
CC this fall.
“Two degrees of separation,” says the Two
Degrees at Colorado College Facebook page.
“That’s all that stands between you and a hungry
child.”
According to the Two Degrees at Colorado
College Facebook page, there are 300 million
hungry children in the world, and 5 million of
them die each year. These bars are an attempt
to alleviate this widespread and dire problem.
The company’s most recent donations were to
Kibera, Kenya, Neno, Malawi, and Haiti.
“Like us on Facebook!” Phillips encouraged.
She and other students on campus are working
to spread the word about this cause across CC.
Both students said that Bon Appetit has
been very helpful, agreeing to sell the bars at
different dining locations on campus. Currently,
they can be purchased at The Preserve and The
Chas Coffee Cart; Phillips and Vogt are hoping
they can also be sold at Colorado Coffee.
Students all over the country are bringing
Two Degree bars to their schools to help raise
awareness of hunger and malnutrition in the
world. “It’s cool how it is essentially a student
movement,” Phillips said.
Vogt said that while the bars are sold at
Whole Foods, college campuses are a great
place to get the word out. “They have the best
kind of resources for communicating the mes-

sage,” she said.
Virtual Bars can be purchased online as well
through the website http://www.twodegreesfood.com, which will donate meals to children
for each bar purchased.
The bars are all-natural and gluten-free, and
the flavors currently available are apple pecan,
cherry almond, and chocolate peanut butter. In
Jan., there will also be chocolate banana. “They

are so good,” said Vogt, who was envious upon
hearing that Phillips had tested the chocolate
banana bar without offering her any. Phillips
said she was sorry, but had finished it too fast
to share when she was sent a tester in the mail.
Phillips emphasized how one snack can really
make an impact. “I want to raise awareness on
campus about issues of malnutrition.”

of students “for projects of an academic
nature that enhance the academic life on the
campus and bring new ideas to the student
body,” according to the Venture Grant Suggestions document created by the committee
in 2009.
However, the funds from this grant are not
enough to keep the website sustained, so the
Grapevine group is looking for support from
CCSGA and other students. The group has
received chartered status, but in order to get
more funding, they need more active members. “It’s like starting a business, you need

more than one person,” said Sundeen. Callihan also emphasized that the site will need a
large amount of student support in order to
have enough content to be successful.
The Grapevine group meets regularly on
Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. in upstairs Worner.
Anyone is welcome, especially those with
computer experience or interest in entrepreneurship. For more information, contact lisa.
sundeen@coloradocollege.edu or corey.calllihan@coloradocollege.edu.

I heard it through the Grapevine:
New website allows students to
view evaluations of professors
Kelsey Bergeson
News Editor

Soon, CC students will be able to access a website that will display other students’ evaluations
of teachers and classes. The “classy, rate-myprofessor” site, called “The Grapevine,” will
make it easy for any student to get an idea of
whether a certain teacher and course will match
will his or her learning style, pace, and expectations, according to senior Corey Callihan, one
of the students leading the effort to build the
website.
Students will provide the content for the
site – they will be able to provide feedback
about particular professors as well as specific
courses. For example, Callihan offered, in
the Economics Department, some classes
are very calculus-heavy while others are not.
Many students do not realize until they are
enrolled in a course that the amount of math
in that particular class is not what they need.
This website will be able to provide this kind
of information for students before they spend
the first day of the block in a class that they
decide to drop.
Last fall, current senior Lisa Sundeen created the idea for the site, along with Nicky
Spiva, who graduated in the spring. “We
agreed that CC needs a place where students
can see evaluations of teachers before they
have to choose [which courses to take],” said
Sundeen.
Spiva was involved with the Block Partie
website project, an attempt to build a website
that would function in the same way as
Facebook, email, and PROWL all combined
into one bigger and better system and would
enable the CC community to publish and discover ideas, stories, art, and events in a multimedia network. However, the website never
launched in its final form. This “Grapevine”
website grew as a side-project of that effort.
During first semester last year, Sundeen
and Spiva met with the Deans, various faculty
members, and several committees in order to
get approval and support from the administration.
Sundeen and Callihan both agreed that a
difficult part of the process has been remaining patient throughout the bureaucratic process of obtaining approval. Because they need
a complete list of professors and the courses
they teach each term from the Registrar’s
Office, the website required administrative

approval. While some faculty members were
supportive of the idea, others were hesitant.
“We want to make it completely inaccessible
to professors,” Callihan said. He added that
this raised concerns about how the site would
be kept professional, clean, and honest, and
he noted that it was unsurprising that some
faculty would be hesitant to endorse something that says some professors are better
than others. However, according to Callihan,
it looks like the site will be confidential and
faculty will be unable to view it.
“It was frustrating because the website is
meant to help students,” said Sundeen about
the approval process. “It’s not intended to
insult teachers or provide a place for students
to rant about a class,” she added. “This will be
something every student can use, and it will
be especially helpful for freshmen, transfers,
and winter starts,” who have to make decisions about their schedule with very little time
to do research on professors and courses.
Last spring, after receiving the necessary
approval, the group was able to begin thinking
about website design.
Before graduating, Spiva did a lot of the
work on the site’s preliminary form. However, after he graduated, students left working on the project could not continue his
work. Sophomore Edward Ruiz made some
progress on the site, but eventually the group
decided that it would be best to bring in an
outside programmer.
The group chose Kaili Turviante, a
programmer who authored the Colorado
College Triathlon Team’s website. Turviante
is engaged to an employee in the Admissions
Office.
After various people had worked on the
original Grapevine website, there were several
different types of code and trying to synthesize everything was “a really big headache,” according to Callihan. Eventually, they decided
that Turviante would have to essentially start
from scratch, which he began to do this week.
They hope to launch the site early next
semester, before students pre-register for next
year’s courses. During sixth block, they hope
to have a “Steve Jobs-esque” launch party in
Worner that would show off the brand new
website on MacBook Pros and iPads, according to Callihan.
The group has paid Turviante with money
from a Life of the Mind Grant, which is given
by the Dean’s Advisory Committee to groups
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BB Bean: the legacy
continued from page 1
While Bob is undoubtedly an eccentric character, you can’t blame a man’s desire to retire
and spend time with his wife on insanity. It
is true that the shop was a source of stress
in its later years, and as a result he’d been
downsizing ever since he ended whole-sale
orders to La Baguette and The Margarita and
stopped shipping orders to out of town customers. The real truth is that although Bob’s
passion was and is coffee, there simply comes
a time for a man to move on.
As for Elizabeth, Bob’s wife, she just
celebrated her birthday (fully alive, mind you)
Dec. 6, the same day they opened the original
location together on Wahsatch and Colorado
in 1986. While the store was scheduled to
close on the Buddhist holiday Boddhi day on
Dec. 8. it officially ran out of the last of its
BB beans on Dec. 6—a perfect 25 years later.
The store’s move to the Tejon location was
largely orchestrated by the original Wooglin’s
owner, Dan Cross, who would come visit
BB Bean every time he came down from his
new home base in Denver. He and Bob are
on good terms, contrary to popular belief.
However, Wooglin’s is the reason why BB
never sold any pastries. The two stores had a
no competition clause: BB agreed not to sell
any food, while Wooglin’s served only coffee
roasted by Bob. While the second Wooglin’s
owner, Toby, also agreed to the clause at first,
when he handed over the store to its current

owner, Toby decided he would start roasting
and revised the Wooglin’s contract.
Of course we all consider Wooglin’s to be a
fine establishment, and, honestly, what would
I do without those breakfast sandwiches on
particularly slow moving Saturday mornings?
But when I asked students if they would be
taking their coffee business two doors down
after BB’s closing I was mostly met with sighs
and looks of dismay. The most upsetting
thing about BB Bean closing its doors is
simply the fact that nobody roasts quite like
Bob. When he delivered the beans and recommended I take home a pound of Brazilian
Santos or Columbian Excellso, there was
no arguing. The man knows his coffee and
had a simple philosophy on how it should
be enjoyed. Black. He was reluctant to serve
milk and half and half, let alone soy milk or
any flavorings, which explained the store’s
one-option menu.
But for a bare bones business, BB’s customers swore by Bob’s java. One long-time
customer immediately whipped out her smart
phone and typed in “coffee roasters” when
I broke the news, and with the last batch of
beans only hours from being sold out she was
right to move on quickly. Across the board
the concern throwing long time customers
into panic is: where will we get our coffee?
CC senior Claire Daniels would stop by the
store nearly every day for a cup of coffee and
a chat with manager, Evelyn Stettler, or Jessica Terrones, a CC alum and BB employee.

When I asked her how she felt about the closing she admitted, “It stressed me out so badly
it contributed to me dropping my class last
minute.” Some students took it even more seriously. “Matt’s going to kill himself,” Jordan
Yeager worried about his friend, senior Matt
Beaton.
“Students would come in and tell me about
going to see family, and, I have to say, I
would think about them, whether or not they
were safe driving home in the snow,” Evelyn
shared as we reminisced about working at the
shop. That was what was so special about BB
Bean, aside from its incredibly dark, inexplicably delicious coffee; people got to know
each other.
Evelyn, who has worked at BB for the
past 15 years, likened working there to the
sentiment of the Cheers theme song, “Where
Everybody Knows Your Name”.
She said if she woke up feeling grumpy
or tired it only took one customer’s “good
morning” to turn her mood around. Likewise,
from CC’s Assistant Dean of Summer Sessions, Ann Van Horn’s pound of Sumatran
Gayo Mountain to the man who’d come in
after work for a small cup and a lot of half
and half, I’ll always remember each regular’s
face and their order to go with it.
After we’ve been given a few days to digest
the closing of the shop, the question on
everyone’s mind is: what will happen to the
little shop’s prime location? The properties
along Tejon that make up CC’s usual hang-

outs are owned, not surprisingly, by Colorado
Springs’ monopolizing property management
company, Sunflower Reality. Because of this,
Bob has no say in what happens to the location, and therefore had no answers as to what
might happen there. But, I didn’t have to go
far to find out.
BB Bean’s neighbor, The Colorado Running Company, is seriously pursuing the space
as an addition to their store at the corner of
Tejon and Cache La Poudre. Due to the recent closing of The Junior Bootery, a former
downtown shoe store, The CRC owner, John,
is looking into the prospect of turning the
hallowed coffee shop into a children’s section
of his store. Most students were disappointed
by this idea. “We don’t need baby shoes; we
need coffee,” complained one junior CC student about using the location so close to CC
for something students won’t ever use.
The store may never look the same again,
and it certainly won’t smell the same, but
Evelyn’s greatest wish is that everyone
remember the shop as the social, cheery spot
that it was. So scrounge up the last of your
BB coffee and sip a cup. Perhaps listening
to the Cheers theme song may help you heal
your shock. And for older students who have
enjoyed BB Bean for four years, maybe senior
Claire Daniels is right. “It must be time to
leave.”

The Transfer Life - First coming to CC
Jesse Paul
Staff Writer

This article is one of a three part series outlining the life of transfer students both coming
and leaving CC. The three articles will follow
the experiences of a transfer student who has
arrived at CC this year, a student who has left
CC and transferred to another college, and a
student who transferred to CC and has been
here for more than two semesters.
In the last two years, native Tennessean David
Becker has attended three different colleges, lived
in three different states, and changed his outlook
on life; welcome to the transfer life.
This fall, Becker transferred from Rhodes College in his hometown Memphis, Tenessee to CC
in search of something new, following a shift in
what he thought he wanted to do with his life.
Before attending Rhodes, David was a student
of music at the New School in New York City
during the fall semester last year. It was there that
he worked to pursue his dream of becoming a
professional freelance bass player, dedicating his
life to music.
In high school Becker was avid competitive
equestrian rider and an outstanding bass player,
practicing nonstop and playing with a serious
band, all of which took over the bulk of his life.
“Around junior year I was getting really serious
about music and I thought I wanted to try to be
a professional musician playing upright and electric bass,” said Becker. “Senior year came around
and I did all my audition tapes and it became
more of a job than fun. After second semester
senior year, I decided I didn’t really want to do it
anymore.”
However, by that point it was too late. Becker
had only applied to and been accepted by music
schools, limiting his options.
Under pressure from his parents, David chose
to start his college education at the New School.
Chosen over other colleges for its location,
Becker went to the school in New York in order
to confirm that he did not want to become a
musician.
“[The New School] wasn’t really my first option,” said Becker. “I had the option of doing a
set out 5 year program with three years of music
and 2 years of liberal arts there, but at that point
I didn’t want to go. But my parents weren’t going
to let me take a semester off.”
The summer before David went to start at
the New School, he learned about CC, and the
process of getting to Colorado Springs began.
However, he still had at least one semester to get
through at another school before he could even

Sophomore transfer David Becker enjoys his new Colorado life.  Photo courtesy of Facebook
think about transferring.
“I really couldn’t stand being in New York
anymore. It was so claustrophobic and too much
concrete for me,” said Becker. “I couldn’t get out
to wilderness areas or anything.”
As his time at the New School went on, Becker
began looking for ways to transfer out. He
learned that his best option, in order to balance
the wishes of his parents, CC admissions, and
himself, was to transfer back home to Memphis
and attend Rhodes for the second semester of
his freshman year. Then he could begin to work
on getting into CC.
In order to get to CC, Becker filled out an application similar to the one that incoming freshman students have to complete to be considered
for admission. Once finally admitted in June, he
became one of about 20 students to attend CC
from among a sizable pool of applicants. The
process of getting accepted was stressful.
“It was a little scary there for a bit,” he said. “I
thought that I might not make it in, in which
case I would have gone to Lewis and Clark. But
it worked out.”
Arriving at CC
When Becker arrived this fall at CC to start his
sophomore year as a transfer, at first things were
uncomfortable. Separated from the incoming

freshman, the transfer students were split into
their own group and kept together for most of
orientation. It wasn’t until the video dance party
that the transfers really mixed with the rest of
campus.
“I didn’t know what to expect about VDP,” said
Becker. “Everyone just kind of went crazy, but
we didn’t have anywhere to go. Then a couple
guys took us to the apartments and got us all
dressed up with makeup and glitter. They pretty
much initiated us into the party scene and the
whole CC craziness. That was a nice little introduction, but it just went up from there.”
David weaved his way into the social scene
from there with the help of generous, outgoing
people who helped him meet others and provided him with free drinks, excited about his new
presence. However, the party scene at CC wasn’t
the only thing that took some getting used to.
“The New School didn’t have anything like [a
hookup culture], and Rhodes only kind of did,”
he said. “People are much more relaxed [about it]
here. I feel like it’s a given that you get initiated in
it during the first semester, whether its at on the
dance floor or back in a room.”
The main thing that attracted Becker to CC
was the Block Plan, despite the fact that he
described himself as “totally a procrastinator.”

Despite not having the learning cushion of a first
year experience, he found the transition into the
new way of learning fairly easy, thanks in part
to his first block class, Theory of Creativity and
Practice.
Unlike some other transfers, and in many cases
winter start students, Becker hasn’t fallen into
the routine of only spending time with those he
started CC with. Nevertheless, he points out that
many other transfers have yet to branch out.
“I think [hanging out with only transfers] is
a bad thing if you are shy and don’t meet new
people,” said Becker. “But then again it’s also
nice because you start out with that group that
you stay pretty solid with.”
Thus far, David has found the transition to
CC easy and maintains that it is the best school
he has yet to attended. Even so, he does not
regret the other institutions he attended, citing
the friends he made and the experiences he had
at them.
“I definitely found that when I came here
everyone was open and no one was making judgment or held a bias towards you,” said Becker.
“People wanted to hear what you were doing,
what you were into and know what class you
were taking. I didn’t find that anywhere else.”
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Science is under seige A summer of chasing owls
Katie Reichard
Guest Writer

Spending a weekend at the American Society
for Cell Biology (ASCB) annual meeting may
have inspired my career, but it also inspired
fear for my own future and for the future of
basic biological research in the United States.
In her address at the keynote symposium, Joan
Goldberg, Executive Director of the ASCB,
emphatically reminded the crowd that, “science
is under siege.”
Since the election of the 2010 Congress and
the recent push to shrink the budget, funding for basic research (especially through the
National Science Foundation and the National
Institutes of Health) has been threatened. In
the past six years, with the exception of the
bump from the 2009 stimulus package, NIH
funding has plateaued and even experienced
a one percent cut in 2011. In addition, several
budget proposals have targeted the $31 billion
dollar NIH budget with cuts of up to $2.5 billion, an 8 percent decrease.
Within the institution, NIH has two programs, intramural and extramural. According
to their budget office, 10 percent of the NIH
budget goes towards the intramural programs,
which include 6,000 labs based mostly in
Bethesda, Maryland. The rest of the funding
is allocated through different types of grants
to support research at academic institutions
nationwide. NIH is an agency comprised of 27
institutes, all of which are related to their mission: “To seek fundamental knowledge about
the nature and behavior of living systems and
the application of that knowledge to enhance
health, lengthen life, and reduce the burdens of
illness and disability.”
To give you an idea of the impact of cuts to
NIH funding, I’ll review some of their roles
in providing jobs and advances in biomedical
technology and disease understanding.
NIH investment was estimated to have created, directly and indirectly, over 490,000 jobs
in 2010 alone and generated more than $68 billion in new economic activity nationwide. The
field consistently shows higher job creation
rates and pay rates, averaging $24,000 per annum above other industries.
Alongside extensive job creation, basic
science—the study of a system in order to
increase understanding of how things work,
not to create a product—generates ideas. During this economic crisis, some have argued
for a decrease in investment in basic science
and an increase in spending on translational,
applied research, aimed at drug discovery and
clinical applications. However, as any clinician
or scientist at a drug company can tell you, the
discovery of a drug must be separated from
application.
Basic science is a serendipitous process. In
a recent article in “Science”, Nobel laureate
François Jacob explains how his discovery of
the operon occurred as a result of an interaction between two Escheria coli (a species of
bacteria) laboratories located down the hall
from each other; their combined research ultimately found a meeting point and fundamentally changed science. Before this discovery, no
person could have explained clearly the direct
relevance to the human condition of studying
an enzyme in E. coli. However, without this
basic research, the understanding of a central
mechanism for gene control would not exist.
Jacob noted, “Our breakthrough was the result
of ’night science’: a stumbling, wandering
exploration of the natural world that relies
on intuition as much as it does on the cold,
orderly logic of ‘day science’. In today’s vastly
expanded scientific enterprise, obsessed with
impact factors and competition, we will need
much more night science to unveil the many
mysteries that remain about the workings of
organisms.”
At Colorado College, NIH impacts us students in multiple ways. The intramural research
programs at NIH provide unique training opportunities for undergraduate students. Seniors
Jeff Nadel, a neuroscience major, and Caitlin
Dwyer, a biology major, have spent summers at
NIH in Bethesda, under the heading “Intramu-

ral Research Training Award” (IRTA). An IRTAexists because scientists and administrators
realize that the next generation of scientists
needs training and concurrent funding. These
undergraduate summer internships provide
a monthly stipend of about $2,000 and train
young scientists in basic lab techniques.
Nadel, who someday plans to work to increase access and improve mental healthcare
in underserved communities, demonstrates
how an undergraduate research experience
can clarify career goals. While he enjoyed his
time in a lab in some ways, it directed him
away from biomedical research. Undergraduate research experience can be clarifying in
a multitude of ways, and any individual
interested in research should try it out for a
summer before jumping into graduate school.
Iona Machado, a senior at Cornell University and a Maryland native, plans on applying
to medical school; her summer IRTA at NIH
expanded her view of a clinician’s role. While
searching for a medical school she says she
now “values institutions that have strong research facilities and a student body that cares
about research in addition to patient care.”
She emphasized her belief that, with an aging
population and evolving health concerns, it’s
more important than ever for us “to keep up
with the changing demographics and continue to solve the myriad of health issues that
we have only just begun chipping away at.”
In addition to summer internships,
students just out of college can work as
“Post-Bac.” IRTAs. Markus Hannan, a 2010
graduate who majored in neuroscience, has
been in Bethesda working with the National
Institute of Child Health and Development
on Zebrafish behavior and its relationship
to different brainstem nuclei. His Principal
Investigator (PI), Harold Burgess emphasized
how in Hannan’s short time at NICHD, he
has become the lab’s expert in confocal
fluorescent microscopy. Although he plans
on becoming a medical doctor, time spent in
a basic science lab provided valuable experience for Hannan’s resume and also allowed
for a prospective medical doctor to communicate with and understand the other heroes of
biomedical research, the bench scientists.
Beyond training for careers in medicine
and research, the NIH provides funding to
and helps expand the careers of faculty at
CC. Phoebe Lostroh, a microbiologist in the
Biology Department, for instance, had her
postdoctoral research funded by the NIH.
Ralph Bertrand, a plant geneticist and Biology
Department faculty member, has received
funding from the National Science Foundation to support his research, and has participated at NIH by chairing study sessions and
participating in grant review subcommittees.
These interactions allow him, as an active
professor, to keep up with a variety of fields
and have even led to research collaboration.
Discussing undergraduate research and the
role of institutions like NIH training, Ralph
said, “I think it is important for students to
explore research opportunities outside of
CC because big time research environments
in grad school are much different than the
experience you get at CC.”
Although it may seem like just one more
cog in the bureaucratic machine of Washington so distant from our lives at CC, a government-funded organization based in Bethesda,
Maryland directly supports students and
professors on our campus. Furthermore, the
six million jobs supported indirectly by NIH
nationwide may someday be available to any
Colorado College graduate. Our community
can contribute to scientific exploration, and
help examine how to apply these discoveries. As Nadel noted, “Diseases are dynamic,
and with the constant flux, it’s important that
we stay on the forefront of pharmacologic
development and treatment efficacy.” Basic
science is the foundation for understanding
this dynamism.
The next couple of years will be a telling
time for biomedical research in our country
and decrease in funding will undoubtedly
occur. Regardless, NIH will remain a flagship
government agency for scientific training and
progress.

Isabel Jones
Guest Writer

With their cryptic coloration and small size,
Flammulated Owls are not the easiest raptors
for the amateur ornithologist to spot. Nor are
they much inclined to be the obliging recipients of basic observation (they nest in cavities
sometimes as high as 50 feet off the ground).
These are some of the reasons why the Flammulated Owl is one of the least-studied owl
species in North America. Fortunately, the
Colorado College community and scientists
from around the world have become privy to
the behavior and ecology of this elusive owl,
thanks to the dedicated work of Dr. Brian
Linkhart of the CC Biology Department and
successive generations of student summer
researchers.
During the previous summer, I was a
lucky member of the 2011 “Flam Crew”,
spending my afternoons and nights looking
for, capturing, collecting morphological
measurements of, and obtaining blood samples from adult and newborn Flammulated
owls. My personal objective was to take part
in data collection for a senior thesis, but ultimately the data collected by myself and the
seven other current and former Colorado
College students contributed to a collection
of data dating back over 30 years. This longterm data is invaluable in elucidating behavioral and morphological trends never before
documented of the Flammulated Owl, as
well as bringing unique insight into the
ecological effects of habitat change, such as
habitat disturbance and climate change, in a
high-elevation mixed pine forest.
While the results of this work can be culminated in words and scientific papers that
summarize novel findings, the true magic
of this research lies in the field experience.
In the process of data collection, a student
researcher has the opportunity to witness
unforgettable moments that cannot be
conveyed in an academic paper. One such
moment that three members of the 2011
Flam crew experienced is described by Jayne
Reynolds:
“There were many really great nights on
the flam crew this summer, but my favorite
night was a Sunday (yes, we loved the owls
so much we even worked willingly on weekends). I, along with two other crewmembers,
caught a male that had been eluding capture
for the last two summers. We were hoping he still had a geolocator on his back. A
geolocator is a small device that records
photoperiod, which we can then use to pinpoint locations with latitude and longitude.
This particular male was especially sneaky;
not only had he been in the net eight times
in the last four days and escaped every
time, but since the time we put a geolocator on him, he had escaped from the net
over thirty times! This only made us more
determined to catch him.
Catching owls is not as easy as it looks; it
requires patience, skill, finesse, and a lot of
neck muscle for staring at the sky. Finding
which cavities the owls are nesting in is the
first step, one that we usually did during
the afternoons. At night, we would position
ourselves below the cavity with a large pole
that has a basketball hoop-sized net on the
end of it. After setting the net at the correct
height, the waiting begins.
To catch a breeding male during a fast
prey delivery, you have to hold the pole at
the correct height until you see him fly into
the cavity to deliver prey to the female or
the young. Once he is at the cavity the net
is moved to cover the entrance so that as he
flies out, he is caught. It is crucial that the
bird flies into the back of the net so that it
doesn’t escape to the side and evade capture.
This was a major problem when trying to
catch the male at this particular site. The
entrance to the cavity was a huge bear tear,
so the owl was able to fly into the net at an
angle and narrowly escape the net.
We set a time limit for how long we were
willing to sit and wait for the male, because

not only was this one of our days off, but
he was consistently proving impossible to
catch and usually made very few prey deliveries, giving us limited chances to catch
him each night. Right as we approached
our time limit, we saw the male enter
the site and make a prey delivery. Fellow
crewmember John Gioia placed the net
over the hole and we saw a bird in the net!
But as John started to move it away, other
crewmember Julia Varnergardner (and her
extremely bright headlamp) realized that
the male was actually sitting on the wall of
the cavity staring right at us. Luckily John
quickly placed the net back over the entrance and soon the male had flown right
in. John began lowering the net to me. The
male was flapping his wings wildly trying
to escape, and I was desperately trying to
reach him, but the net was just out of my
reach. Finally, I was able to grab him. He
was incredibly close to escaping again; all
that was keeping him in the net was the
fact that he had tried to fly out through a
hole in the net that was barely too small
for his body to fit through. To add to the
exhilaration, he was still carrying his geolocator, which he had been wearing for 771
days! When we got back to the office we
were even more excited to learn that the
geolocator had been functioning the entire
time. We now had over two years of data
detailing where this bird had been. Success!
Never before has it been understood
where Flammulated Owls migrate to,
although based on their morphology it has
been thought that they are long distant
tropical migrants. To be part of this year’s
study which finally obtained data on where
these remarkable owls spend their winters
proved to be truly amazing. This particularly sneaky owl migrated to Guatemala;
the other owls we got geolocators from
went to southern Mexico. Doing research
with Brian this summer was an unparalleled experience, and enabled me to do so
many unique things, such as learning how
to catch, band, and draw blood from owls,
imitate them, and observe owlets as they
flew from their nest for the first time ever.”
Accomplishing this seemingly impossible
feat is just one unexpected moment of
magic that we could always expect to have
working in the field.
Before even entering the genetics lab
where my thesis work of analyzing blood
samples (to determine the gender of each
owlet, gender-based growth patterns, and
effects of brood size) was about to commence, like Jayne, I learned invaluable
lessons about scientific discovery. One of
the important things I learned, palpable
in Jayne’s story, is the power of collaboration. Without each member of the Flam
crew that has participated each summer for
years, our understanding of this owl would
be very different. Learning how important
collaboration, and the patience, trust, and
understanding of others’ that is inherent in
collaborative effort, will undoubtedly play
a central role in my future personal and
professional life.
It is for these reasons and many
more that participating in undergraduate research has been one of the most
rewarding aspects of my undergraduate
career. Whether you study birds, bacteria,
or sociology, the opportunity to partake
in a research project is invaluable. My first
night on the crew, I thought it would be
impossible to ever remember all the different territories and all of the different nests
in the study sites, but I surprised myself by
becoming intimately acquainted with the
daily dramas of each nest as if they were
my CC friends. Developing these relationships with study subjects, whether in an
academic setting or in investigating a topic
of one’s personal curiosity and interest,
adds a level of care and sincerity achieved
in no other way. And for this, I intend to
follow my curiosities as close to their root
as possible, whether that be to Wikipedia
or a dark forest at midnight, yawping owl
calls.
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Clockwise from top:
Isabel Jones and Jayne Reynolds holding two adorable
baby owls. Photo by Isabel Jones.
Isabel Jones taking the measurements of an owl. Photo
by Isabel Jones.
The Flam Crew in all their glory.
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Misogyny: Why am I not surprised?
Madalyn Rilling
Guest Writer

The Catalyst recently published an opinion
piece entitled “Women that eat men: the downside of extremist feminism.” Not only was that
article extremely misinformed, it illustrated a
viewpoint that is detrimental to all women, not
just feminists or “extremists.”
The point of feminism is neither to coddle
nor soothe men. The point of feminism is to
take seriously the oppression and struggles
of women. Nor is the point of feminism to
induce men to become convinced by feminism.
Feminists often take the view that if men refuse to acknowledge that women are oppressed
human beings, feminists aren’t going to waste
their time trying to convince men of this obvious fact. It should be evident, to the thinking
individual, that women are a systematically
oppressed class. Attempting to break through
the intentional blindness of anti-feminist men
is frustrating, and not where the resources of
feminism are best used. However, one can try.
It is misogyny to expect that feminism take
some “male point of view” into account. To
do so oppresses women’s discourse. Joking
about “man-bashing” or, as Smith puts it,
“women that eat men,” is a key anti-feminist
strategy. When men use the warped image that
feminists threaten them with physical violence,
they remind women that women should be
the caretakers of male feelings, careful not to
show any real anger as it may frighten men
away. This silences and subdues women on the
topic they should most rightly discuss: what it

means to be a woman. Reactions like Smith’s
aim to take the spirit out of female discourse
by guilting women towards non-impassioned,
capitulating views. The rhetoric of the woman
who faces a defensive male risks becoming
“what about the feelings of men?” instead of
“what about the experiences of women?”
In fact, men who write about feminism in
general, whether positively or negatively, often
perpetuate anti-feminism. The idea that men
might either importantly approve or disapprove
of feminist discourse re-emphasizes their privilege as the regulators of women’s experiences.
Feminists don’t care if men like feminism,
because ultimately it is not about men.
Smith focuses on American feminism with
an apparent disregard for the basic struggles
of women in other countries. For example,
women in Saudi Arabia are prohibited from
driving. This is not an unrelated situation:
refusing to take the situation of American
women seriously has a profound detrimental
effect on feminist movements elsewhere. When
American feminists are written off as extreme,
belittled, or somehow linked to the “man-hating hairy lesbian” stereotype, this belittlement
finds its way into the international discourse,
justifying strong patriarchal views elsewhere.
When women in Hollywood movies are treated
as mere sex objects, incapable of independent
action, it is hard to believe that some men
viewing that movie in a strongly patriarchal
society will not feel justified in their treatment
of women. Like it or not, American feminism
is not independent from the feminist struggle
worldwide.

This is not to say that feminism should
escape all criticism. As a several-century long
movement, feminism has involved many
disparate and often contradictory parts. In fact,
feminist theory may be one of the most selfcritical fields. One needs only to read a work by
Andrea Dworkin, Mary Daly, Germaine Greer,
Simone de Beauvoir, or bell hooks in order
to see feminism as a complicated discussion
which ultimately aims at discovering the truth
about, and rectifying, the inequality of women.
Criticism is welcomed, if informed. Smith’s
is not, and unfortunately his viewpoint is not
uncommon.
Smith does not appear to understand what
feminism is. He condescendingly states that
feminism is “beyond wonderful” without
showing that he knows anything about feminism itself. He sets up and attacks a misconception of feminism, one based likely on hearsay
about “man-haters” instead of any sociological
or theoretical understanding. The image of
an “extremist” militant feminist who hopes to
eradicate men from the earth is certainly potent,
but untrue. A feminist is not a terrorist.
One could argue about statistics and their
meanings endlessly. Smith’s cited stats are certainly ripe for this sort of argument. He writes
that men experience rape and sexual assault.
Yes, but it would be absurd to say that rape is
not a gendered crime. Men sometimes experience unemployment, in America, at a higher
rate than women. Women, however, are not
even often counted in unemployment statistics
because they are pressured not to be breadwinners, and are therefore more likely to give up

looking for a job. Smith states that women still
make 80 cents to each dollar that men make
for comparable work, and that women are not
among the wealthiest Americans. Somehow
Smith wants these figures to support the difficulty of being male, but it obviously supports
the idea that women are oppressed. Further,
wherever you stand on issues like abortion,
birth control, or prostitution, it is impossible to
deny that legislation on these topics is prescriptive concerning women’s bodies. Feminism
faces real challenges.
Sure, it is difficult to be a man. It is difficult
to be a human. It is even more difficult to be
a human who exists with regards to something
we call “gender.” That doesn’t mean, however,
that it is reasonable to fault feminism for not
taking all difficulties of all humans into account. Women are a systematically oppressed
sex class, and feminists are rightly concerned
with their liberation.
Being a pro-feminist man means being able
to face the true anger of women. This is scary,
of course: to be challenged on fundamental
and subconscious beliefs that accord men
privilege is not easy or fun. But the mere fact
that it is inconvenient to be challenged on the
basis of your privilege is a pathetic excuse for
not being open to and sensitive to the nuances
of discourse. Feminism is a moral issue, and to
be anti-feminist and uninformed is a disturbing
trait in modern society. Unfortunately, while
disturbing, it is not surprising. The fact that
such misogyny is not a surprise shows just how
far feminism still has to go.

Corrections and statements regarding last week’s issue:

In last week’s issue of the Catalyst, a Comment & Debate article, originally titled “The Downside of American Feminism” ran with the title “Women that eat men:
The downside of extremist feminism.” The author has requested it be noted that the subject of the article was not extremist feminism but the current shortcomings
of mainstream American feminism. Additionally, The Catalyst notes that article was cut off mid-sentence due to a lay-out mistake and apologizes to the author and
readers for any incorrect grammatical edits inserted.
Last week the editor’s note at the end of the article entitled “Football, Politics, and Sex questions CC’s response to sexual assault” began “The panel occurred last
night and did not initially meet our standards.” It should have read, “The panel occurred last night and this article did not initially meet our standards.”
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Don’t attack feminism; end “masculinity” instead
about what it means to “be a man” in society
are more-or-less valid, opposing them to the
project of feminism strikes me—at best—as
inaccurate.
It’s true, of course, that masculinity is
There’s nothing
produced as an identity through performance
“natural” about those
and is a social construction without any real
football-watching
relationship to biological maleness. There’s
nothing “natural” about those football-watchdudes on Budweiser
ing dudes on Budweiser ads, those who are
ads, those who are
required to be as actively dull-witted as they
are oh-so-disarmingly homophobic. This is
required to be as actively
only one particularly gruesome example, but
dull-witted as they
we can certainly agree that it can be frustrating and even painful to be forced into certain
are oh-so-disarmingly
masculine roles, or to stray from them in the
homophobic.
wrong context.
The difference is that it would be outra“While I don’t feel the need to generalize
geous
to claim that what keeps men performand suggest that being a man is harder than
ing
masculinity
is some structural “matriarchy”
being a woman, I think it’s important that we
that has existed since prehistory. Historically,
recognize undeniable and institutionalized
it has worked, relatively unequivocally, in
disadvantages of being an American man,”
our
favor to behave as patriarchal, mascuwrote Sam Smith in “Women that eat men: the
line…
well, dicks. When men start to feel a
downside of extremist feminism,” his article
bit of buyer’s remorse, it’s not because those
from last week’s issue. He went on to point
damnable women are forcing them into some
out that “[…] men are expected to be void of
feelings like sadness, shame, self-consciousness, subservient role. As men, we aren’t really
“institutionally” oppressed by anyone except
and despair.” (I’m going to bracket his statisourselves, and other men. Considered like this,
tics-driven claims to some supposed equality
between men and women in the workplace,
suffice to say that I suspect they are anything
but “incontestable.”) While these complaints

Wyatt Miller
Guest Writer

“

”

“

As such, it’s naive to
assume that the identityrelated struggles of
men and women can
be addressed in the
same way, under some
universal banner of
“humanism.” Women
have millennia of
oppression by the
patriarchy to battle.
Men must only find the
courage as individuals to
new, less awful ways of
being men.

”

the masculine identity that Smith critiques
starts to sound a lot like “the patriarchy.” Remind me, which social movement it is again
that critiques the patriarchy? (And this is all
to say nothing of third-wave feminism and
queer movements who have more explicitly

attacked the gender binary itself.)
I’m not saying that men should passively
cheer while feminism works to save us from
ourselves. And I sincerely hope this article
doesn’t read as my condescending, patriarchal
stamp of approval for feminism. I just think
it’s worth pointing out to Smith that, as men,
to free ourselves from the annoyances (which
in the grand scheme of things don’t remotely
merit being called “oppression” or even “disadvantages”) of masculinity, we don’t really
have to do… anything. There’s nothing really
holding us back except ourselves.
As such, it’s naive to assume that the identity-related struggles of men and women can
be addressed in the same way, under some
universal banner of “humanism”. Women
have millennia of oppression by the patriarchy to battle. Men must only find the courage
as individuals to create new, less awful ways
of being men. This isn’t always an easy task,
and amounts to a certain privilege depending
on the social context. It certainly necessitates
action though, imminently so with regards
to women, gay men, and other groups that
the traditional masculine identity tends to
violently oppress. But that action might ultimately be a non-action: stop being a dick, and
let feminism do what it does best.

“

As men, we aren’t
really “institutionally”
oppressed by anyone
except ourselves, and
other men. Considered
like this, the masculine
identity that Smith
critiques starts to sound
a lot like “the patriarchy.”
Remind me, which
social movement it is
again that critiques the
patriarchy? (And this
is all to say nothing of
third-wave feminism
and queer movements
who have more explicitly
attacked the gender
binary itself.)

”

Illustrations by Erick Nelson

Occupy the Catalyst

Stop perpetuating bogus debate

Wyatt Miller
Guest Writer

In his opinion piece in last week’s Catalyst,
“Don’t be hypocrites; occupy Fannie & Freddie,” Abdoulaye Dabo portrayed the Occupy
movement and the entire American political
economy in a way that rests on an outdated,
unproductive paradigm of debate, as well as
good old-fashioned sloppy research.
The crux of the problem is that none of the
issues raised by Dabo are lost on the protestors, and any genuine attempt to research
the movement would have revealed this. The
Occupy movement isn’t some mob of shiftless
idiots who decided to, “like, occupy Wall Street,
because, like, they have more money, and stuff,
bro.” It’s an ongoing critique of the entire
set of false dichotomies that political debate
in America has been forced into—and the
increasing role that capital plays in perpetuating it. If Dabo had walked the six blocks down
to Acacia Park, he would have discovered that
many, if not most, of the Occupy Colorado
Springs protestors do criticize Fannie and Freddie—some even call themselves conservatives.
This is not at all out of step with the pro-

tests in Wall Street and, yes, Washington D.C.
“Why isn’t there an Occupy the White House,”
Dabo asked, “[and] why isn’t there an Occupy
Congress?” Well, there are, in fact, both of
these things! “Occupy D.C.”, still thriving, is
based in McPherson Square, not 500 feet from
the White House lawn. “Occupy Congress” is
an ongoing project trying to organize, among
other events, a million man march on Congress
on Jan. 17, 2012.
So why Wall Street primarily? The key
moment in Dabo’s piece was his claim that
“Occupy Wall Street should not be compared
to […] the Egyptian Revolution of 2011, considering that America is a democratic country.”
Well, central to the Occupy movement is the
complaint that democracy no longer functions
in America. Whether or not we agree with this,
overlooking this core tenant of the movement
is irresponsible, and keeps political debate
stuck in the same paradigm that brought us
here.
Acknowledging that the line between government and capital has become blurred, or at
least admitting that this is the true topic of
debate, would completely change Dabo’s piece.
Fannie and Freddie would cease to be harbin-

gers of some “communist”-esque Democratic
Party policy, and become what they really are:
paragons of cronyism, as indicative of a lack
of effective government regulation as they are
of an excess of government intervention. The
same could be said of the entire American
political economy. On one hand, government
under regulates Wall Street, and on the other,
government artificially bloats certain financial
institutions with subsidies and bailouts. Both
are true, and we have to move beyond cable
news’ bullshit Democrat/Republican (or for
that matter, socialist/libertarian) dichotomies
if any progress is to be made. “A good number
of the Occupy protestors probably voted for
change [in 2008]; if so, they should blame the
people they elected.” They absolutely already
do! But when revolving doors between government and finance are identified as the core
problem, it’s the latter institution whose sovereignty trumps democracy. Wall Street remains
the valid site of the movement’s critique, at
least on its own terms.
But really: “the Democratic Party[‘s] social
justice madness […] reminds me of communism”? Since when was this kind of scaremongering, ideologically-blinded exaggeration

an O.K. rhetorical (much less journalistic)
move? Quite frankly, this reminds me of Joe
McCarthy’s tenure as Chief Blowhard of the
Red Scare—and that’s no exaggeration (well,
only a small one).
“Wall Street is now heavily regulated.” Occupy Wall Street argues otherwise (not to mention many mainstream economists). “It was not
the banks that passed the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008. Congress did.”
Well obviously, but now those members of
Congress find themselves overflowing with the
‘“free speech” of corporate campaign contributions. “When the team loses and doesn’t make
the playoffs, it’s the head coach who is the first
one blamed.” Are we really comfortable with
this analogy, of Wall Street as “head coach”
of the “wide-receivers, linebackers, etc.” that
apparently make up the would-be sovereign
American government?
Whether or not you agree with the positions
taken by the Occupy movement, completely
obscuring these positions under a poorly-researched cloud of hard-line ideological solipsism does no one much good. Except, perhaps,
those who benefit from everything remaining
exactly as it is.
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Queeriosities
“Is everyone gay?”
“Ribbons”
Comment & Debate Columnist

Is everyone queer? This is a question I’ve been
pondering for some time. Does everyone
lust after his or her own gender in some way?
I’m not arguing that everyone is 100 percent,
absolutely gay. If that were true, we’d probably
have died out a very long time ago. Although
that’s fun to think of – imagine a world in
which everyone engages in their craziest
homosexual desires and those who reproduce only do so because they were given an
unfortunate lot in life, assigned the position of
baby-maker from their infancy. This Orwellian
dystopia views the reproducers with a pitying
eye as their fertility plagues them throughout
their lifetime, their very children a mark of
their inescapably fruitful destiny.
But no, I’m arguing that every individual has
some desire for his or her own sex. Maybe it’s
just a fleeting thought of, “Hey, Fred looks
pretty good in that Speedo” or something
along the lines of, “Mary has such pretty teeth”
(yes, that is erotic in some cultures). Or maybe
it’s more along the lines of, “Wow, Emmett
is so damn fine, I’m going to rip his clothes
off and ‘beep’ his ‘beep’ whilst he ‘beeps’ that
‘beeping’ pineapple… ‘beep’”. Whether or not
it’s explicit in one’s mind is irrelevant. Everybody, at some point in their lives, is attracted
to his or her own gender.
Take into account the magnificent Kinsey
scale. This scale was first discussed in 1948 by
Alfred Kinsey, a prominent sexologist. Kinsey
is one of those magnificent characters who
is necessary in Western history and someone
who led a dazzlingly controversial life. He
conducted many sex studies and concluded
that every individual in Western society could
be placed on the Kinsey scale. The scale runs
from 0 to 6, with 0 being exclusively heterosexual and 6 being exclusively homosexual.
Almost no participants were exclusive in their
preferences. I guess a few participants were exclusively attracted to one gender, but chances
are that you are not. This scale, however,
clearly did not take asexuality or pansexuality
into account.
I genuinely believe that everybody is
bisexual. Of course, within bisexuality there
can be a tendency to prefer one gender or the
other. I think that, as a species, we are just
innately sexual. As long as we feel all the good
things that go along with it, it’s all good, right?
The only thing that stops us in the majority
of cases is our environmental influences. First,
Western society promotes the idea of the
nuclear family unit. A family with 2.5 children
is only going to be achieved through reproductive means. This limits our ability to engage

in our same-sex desires. Next is the Christian
rejection of homosexuality and the middle-age
need for population control. Historically, everything has filtered down into the society we
have today, One which promotes monogamy
and reproduction.
Today, our society possesses the Puritanical
remnants of our forefathers. Our society is
still very conservative, and, as such, it is very
difficult for homosexuality to enter the public
space and be accepted. Perhaps, if it did, we
would see a lot more “experimentation”. We
could embrace all sexual experiences as “normal” and homosexuality would not be looked
down upon.

“

   I genuinely believe that
everybody is bisexual.
Of course, within
bisexuality there can be
a tendency to prefer one
gender or the other. I
think that, as a species,
we are just innately
sexual.

”

I feel that, as a society, we’re entering a more
accepting phase. Liberal social programs are
becoming more and more accepting. Feminism, homosexuality, and race issues are more
widely discussed, and through discourse more
understanding is granted. The media is also
beginning to present positive homosexual role
models in TV shows and movies. Acceptance
is slowly permeating society, allowing people
to explore their desires. These explorations are
still seen as negative, however; “lesbians until
graduation” and “barsexuals” are examples.
Society perceives these terms for exploration
as decadent forays within the bourgeois society.
Only after we push through these negative
concepts can people really embrace their sexualities. In a world without negative stereotypes
forced upon the people who choose to explore
their sexualities, individuals would be more
capable of embracing their repressed feelings.
In essence, everyone is bisexual. Whether
these are accepted feelings or repressed feelings, whether the individual shows a tendency
of sexual attraction to one gender or the other,
each person has some level of desire for his or
her own gender. Call it curiosity, contrary or
rebellion, I call it innate bisexuality.
Questions, comments: queeriosities.cc@gmail.com
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The pros of neo-cons
Abdoulaye Dabo
Staff Writer

The phrase “I am a neo-conservative” will
always bring the speaker a lot of criticism or
weird looks, especially at Colorado College.
The Colorado College student population has
a long tradition of being a liberal fiefdom. Not
that I have a problem with that, but it’s a just
given fact. Social conservatives, fiscal conservatives, or even neo-conservatives are more or
less all the same in the eyes of many. While
social conservatives adhere strictly to a moral
ideology based on family-values and religious
traditions, fiscal conservatism is centered on
the idea of deregulation and the reduction of
taxes. But then, what exactly is neo-conservatism?
Neo-conservatism is either defined as an
approach to politics or theology that represents a return to a traditional point of view, as
opposed to more liberal or radical schools of
thought, or a political philosophy that supports
the use of modern American economic and
military power to bring liberalism, democracy,
and human rights to other countries. Viewed in
this way, one can say that the historical task and
political purpose of neo-conservatism would
seem to be this: to convert the Republican
Party, and American conservatism in general,
against their respective wills, into a new kind
of conservative politics suitable to governing
a modern democracy. The neoconservative
movement sprouted in the ’60s in response
to the counter-culture movement. It was later
bolstered by disillusioned liberal intellectuals
of the ’70s. Neoconservatives believe in using
diplomatic foreign policy, stimulating economic
growth by lowering taxes, and finding alternative ways to deliver public welfare services.
One of these policies, perhaps the most visible and controversial, is cutting tax rates in order to stimulate steady economic growth. This
policy was not invented by neo-conservatives,
and it was not the particularities of tax cuts
that interested them, but rather the focus on
economic growth. Neoconservatives are familiar with intellectual history and are aware that it
is only in the last two centuries that democracy
has become a respectable option among political thinkers. In earlier times, democracy meant
an inherently turbulent political regime, with
the “have-nots” and the “haves” engaged in a
perpetual and utterly destructive class struggle.
It was only the prospect of economic growth
in which everyone prospered, if not equally or
simultaneously, that gave modern democracies
their legitimacy and durability.
Culturally, neoconservatives tend to identify
with traditional conservatives. However, neoconservatives’ positions on social issues are
mixed with; some hold to libertarian positions
on social matters and are unlikely to agree with
religious conservatives on issues like abortion,
prayer in school, and same-sex marriage. For

instance, in anticipation of vacancies on the
U.S. Supreme Court, neoconservatives within
the GOP urged Bush select Michael McConnell, a libertarian-leaning jurist, and J. Michael
Luttig, who declared Roe v. Wade to be stare
decisis (the legal principle of determining
points in litigation according to precedent).
However, both were passed over in filling the
vacancies and both left the judiciary entirely
after they missed their best chance at being
appointed to the Supreme Court.
Neo-conservatism, in my humble opinion, is
all about persuasion and has little to do with
ideology. The late Irving Kristol, the father of
neo-conservatism, once referred to neo-conservatism as an intellectual movement for disaffected ex-liberals, like himself, who had been
mugged by reality. Kristol’s neoconservative
viewpoint put him in opposition not only to
conventional liberalism but to parts of American conservatism: He accepted many aspects
of the New Deal (Social Security, unemployment insurance) and was upset when business
leaders urged him to teach his students about
the virtues of the profit motive—there are
such virtues, he conceded, but he believed that
we may accept them without celebrating them.
The vocabulary that some Americans associate with neoconservatives never seems
to die. Individuals on the left side of the
political spectrum have, on multiple occasions, associated neo-conservatism with a “low
tolerance for diplomacy” or even an “us-versus-them mentality”. Journalists, and now even
presidential candidates, speak with an enviable
confidence on who or what is “neoconservative”, and seem to assume the meaning is fully
revealed in the name.
Perhaps someday folks will not freak out
when they hear the term neo-conservatism?
I doubt it. Nowadays, American society is
polarized in such way that you have to pick
a side. And that goes beyond politics. Wine
or beer, urban or suburban, meat lover or
vegetarian, Celtics or Lakers, Boston Red Sox
or New York Yankees, East Coast rap or West
Coast rap, and most importantly Democrats or
Republicans. The tension between neo-conservatism and its critics still lies at the heart of our
political division today and some will always
obsess over the “fact” that neo-conservatives
have a rather difficult time coming to terms
with the new reality in the foreign scene, just as
they cannot reconcile economic conservatism
with social and cultural conservatism. Those
who are designated as neo-conservatives
are amused or dismissive, depending on the
context. To the extent that American politics
today consists of two sides—one insisting that
the state guide the country forward, the other
insisting that the private economy drives the
country forward. It is in large part neo-conservatism, Irving Kristol, and his thinkers who
defined the order of battle.

Portrait of a conformist student
Armantin Varona
Guest Writer

I discovered the little black journal inside one of the
music practice rooms. It was lying on top of a piano
and, well, I could not help myself. Before reading its
first and only entry, I did not know that such strange,
apathetic women and men were still alive. Based on the
petite and precise letters, I would guess that a woman
wrote what follows. But pretty words have come from
male hands, so I cannot be so sure.
December 5th, 2011
Always Father, always you are asking what I
do with time—as if my minutes were currency
sent by you. “Here’s six hours. They are the
product of my sweat, so spend them carefully,
spend them slowly.” Yes? Whenever I jaw
about midnightly labors over the piano piece
that will glitter my name famous, you reply
with only sighs and murmurs. “Yes, but what
do you do?” Meaning: how many people do
you talk to? What have you done to aid your
city? It is always politics with you, politics,
politics.... Many times, too many times, you
insist that my sense of pride must come from

the community. If my city moans, I should
sob; if my city laughs, I should be the most
sprightly of them all. I spend but an hour
of my day, but 100 dollars of my funds, and
I will have more impact than if were I to
topple the giants of music I “imitate.” If
tomorrow, an illiterate genius were to discover
Newton’s laws, who would gasp? The world
has marched on—it has no use for such music
anymore. It serves no purpose, it is a broken
tool.
Why is he wrong? Why is what I’m doing
superior and necessary? I could be giving my
times to others, yes—but I am better helping
us all, this generation of mine, by being selfish
with my afternoons and nights.
How different our attitudes were decades
ago, how different we were as women and
men. Still, they and us, too—the Americans.
What, then, if not character, if not opinion,
unites us as a nation? What will continue uniting us? Our anthem, our song. So you think
I fib, so you think I lie? Tell me that music
doesn’t change the soul and I’ll share with
you this story. On Thanksgiving, several of
my uncles began arguing amongst themselves
about the election. The squat one with the
nose, normally so mannered...even he was

shaking. Fervor! Fervor in their voices as if
the winner of their sad debate would personally choose our next president. It was ruining
everybody else’s time. Thus, I ran to my aunt’s
piano—this was not my own house—and began playing a short section of a Brahms piece
I had been working and stretching for weeks.
They stopped and listened. They all did!
Don’t you see, then, how Brahms can save
the world? The crowd huddles together, arguing politics amongst themselves. Why? They
want to conquer us girls and boys, they want
to seduce us into a constant, steady cadence.
The march forward, their creation...they want
to look at it, twist their lips into a smile and
gleefully whisper, “Humanity!” I am told,
always I am told, that I live in some era far
gone. As if we are now too good for the past,
as if we as a race have far surpassed yesterday. Dress a man in a new tie and already he
mocks his ancestors.
How unattractively, shockingly and grossly
conceited, must our most brazen philosophers,
our most brave poets have been when they
begin their works with, “This world we live
in.” Can it be argued that there is a more
foolish way to begin a paragraph? I refuse
to subscribe to it. My music, a declaration

of my genius and an affirmation of my soul,
will break us free from “this world we live in.”
Music alone can do this. Anything down here
amongst us is prone to being twisted. In high
school, I would take classes with children who
were terrified at laughing out loud at anything
over 100 years old, no matter how hilarious
and ecstatic the material. Rosalind schooled
Oliver about love and they sat cross-eyed as if
pondering the distance between stars.
Music allows us to transcend our places.
Art is the only way a human can actualize
herself. It is the noblest human activity, it is
the only human activity. A civilization, regardless of their politics, does not exist before it
creates art, isn’t it true? And isn’t that what
the crowd wishes? To transcend their current
place? Music will allow us. Music makes me a
citizen of the world. To prove this, I declare
that the crowd’s drum beats my name, but I
do not surrender to their call.
And there it stops. Throughout the entry,
the writing slowly grew more clumsy and
slanted. Surely, authoress or author—horrified by their excuses—abandoned it all and
rushed out of the room, aghast, no longer
thinking. Who, I wonder, were they?
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Active Lifestyle
Lift Lunch ladies satiate hungry skiers
Jesse Paul
Staff Writer

There is finally an easy, upbeat alternative to
the overpriced, crowded, and stressful ski area
restaurants and cafeterias: Lift Lunches.
During the latter part of last ski season, four
freshman girls in Slocum came up with an idea
to save students money and time by providing
weekend skiers with low-priced, healthy and
homemade brown-bag lunches. The operation
was run out of dorm rooms on the fourth
floor late at night with a simple goal: steal from
the rich.
The four founders were Yael Gilo, Dominique Saks, Grace Gahagan, and Kate Dunn, a
group of entrepreneurial good friends.
“[We] were driving from Denver to C-Springs
after winter break last year and were talking about how we wanted to start a business
involving food service,” said co-founder Dunn.
“We knew it had to be something especially
relevant to CC students so we decided to tap
into the beloved CC hobby—skiing.”
The way lift lunches work are easy, you can
either order a lift lunch at the Worner desk
when you sign up for the FUCC bus by paying
with either cash or Gold Card, or call the Lift
Lunch ladies (which is cash only).
The lunches cost $5 and include fruit,
granola bars, cookies, and a choice of either a
peanut butter and jelly or turkey sandwich.
While the meals might be smaller and the
food less gourmet than the hot, chef-prepared
food like pizza,soup and chili you can eat Lift
Lunches quickly and easily, , even while riding a
chairlift. “We get the fruit, granola bars, cookies, peanut butter, and jelly all from Costco,”
said Dunn. “The bread we try and get from
the C-store if we have any extra meal plan

money, which is not usually doable at the end
of the semester when all of our meal plans are
dwindling.”
The addition of the option to pay with Gold
Card is a new step for Lift Lunches.
“If you pay for the gold card it goes to the
FUCC account, and then they write us a
check,” said Dunn. “We don’t actually have to
deal with administration, which is nice.”
The five ski resorts owned by Vail Resorts
are notorious for draining your wallet on a
single lunch. Even if you just want a soda, you
often have to pay upwards of four dollars. I
usually buy a cup of chili and that alone runs

can see how the eating adds up. Lift Lunches
cuts that expense in half, leaving cash for beer,
strippers, and glove warmers (listed in order of
necessity).
“Having grown up in Colorado, I’ve seen the
food prices at ski resorts rise exorbitantly over
the course of my life, at a rate similar to CC
tuition,” said Dunn. “My family never buys
lunches at the resorts because we know we
can’t each afford to pay for a $16 dollar lunch
every time we ski. I guess packing a ski lunch
is second nature to me.”
However, packing a second lunch isn’t always
the easiest thing to remember if you’re nursing

The Lift Lunch ladies (from left) Grace Gahagan, Kate Dunn, Dom Saks, and Yael
Photo courtesy of Kate Dunn
Gilo
eleven bucks at most places.
Combined with what I paid for my pass,
gas/FUCC bus costs, and the money I laid
down for my skis, the last thing I want to do is
pay an exuberant amount for mediocre, small
portioned food.
If you multiply the number of days I skied
last year (roughly 45), with the cost of an average resort-purchased lunch (roughly $10), you

a hangover, still drunk, or just plain old lazy.
“When I realized that most CC kids don’t
pack their own lunches, I thought my friends
and I could easily pick up their slack,” said
Dunn. “So when you compare $5 to the $16-20
lunch you’ll be paying for up at the resorts, it’s
actually a really awesome deal.”
Many may wonder how four busy students
manage to deal with orders, making lunch for

dozens of people, a social life, and still be avid
skiers.
“Making the lunches is surprisingly fun,” said
Dunn. “The four of us get together on Friday
afternoons in the dorm kitchen, play obnoxiously loud music, and get a sandwich-making
assembly line going.”
One of the best parts of Lift Lunches is
that the ladies will deliver your lunches to you
at the FUCC bus before it departs. It is there
that they also have extra lunches for people
who forgot to buy them, available for cash and
ready to be taken on the slopes.
“As far as waking up goes, it’s the worst,” says
Dunn, who trades shifts with her other businesswomen to deliver the meals. “Super duper
cold, way too early, dark out--all the misery of
waking up to go skiing except you don’t get to
do the skiing part. But on the bright side, being
up at that hour on campus means we get to see
all the awesome walk-of-shames.”
Despite the fun, Lift Lunches is a business
meant to make money, and according to the
founders, they haven’t been incredibly successful, yet. Nevertheless, word of mouth seems
to be spreading this opportunity quickly, and
more and more people are ordering lunches
every weekend.
“We haven’t made much money, granted we
got started later in the season last year and
never got a hold on things,” said Dunn. “But
this year is different. We got things running
first semester and have a better idea of what
kinds of foods people like and don’t like and
where to sell in the mornings.”
If you’re not traveling on the FUCC bus and
would like to order a Lift Lunch you can text
or call the ladies at (917) 770-7174, tell them
in person, or email them at liftlunches@gmail.
com.

Broncos relevant again

pionships in any sport. Period. I won’t jump
to any conclusions by saying the Broncos are
going to win the Super Bowl. They do, however, have the most rushing yards in the NFL,
which is a result of the most clutch, Jedi—I
mean quarterback—in the NFL right now.
Tebow’s read option has opened up a rushing
advantage for Willis McGahee, who has found
the Bronco in himself and has been running
wild. Tebow’s passing statistics are getting better too, probably as a result of the run setting
up an easier passing game. Ironically, the two
players that Josh MacDaniels (the predecessor
of John Fox) drafted have found the bond he
was hoping they would. Too bad he isn’t there
to say I told you so, and he can’t exactly boast
about what he’s done with the Rams. Anyways,
watch Demaryius Thomas and Tebow build
their connection in the upcoming weeks. This
connection is particularly important because,
historically, teams tend to catch on to game
planning against an NFL option attack, and
frankly Tebow will need some help elevating
his passing game to a respectable level. This
young receiver has the physical gifts to be
Chewbacca out there, terrorizing defenders like
they are Storm Troopers.

Henry McKenna
Guest Writer

Denver’s Defense
On the dark side of the ball, Denver should
consider itself lucky it does not have to
game plan for Tim Tebow, because all of the
other teams in this league try to throw the
ball around 40 times a game. This plays into
Denver’s strength: a punishing tandem of
explosive pass rushers. Once a young padawan
with endless potential, Von Miller has quickly
turned into the Darth Vader of pass rushing in
the AFC West. His comrade, Elvis Dumervil,
complements him like the Vader’s predecessor
Darth Maul, and together they fight lineman
for control of the pocket. With 10.5 sacks,
Miller uses the dark side of the force to choke
the offense’s neck and rushes the quarterback
to either make a bad decision or get swiftly
dropped to the ground in a breathless state.
One moment that stood out to me was on a
third down in overtime at San Diego. Miller
used quick hands, like light sabers, and evaded
the lineman’s block. This rush got him a huge
tackle-for-a-loss. San Diego’s kicker, around
five yards deeper than a play earlier, missed the
uprights by a slim margin. This move handed
the ball over to Tim Tebow, who did not flinch
in leading the team to a field goal and victory.

Schedule

John Fox’s Coaching Job
John Fox, unfortunately in no way looks
like Yoda, but he has certainly done a good
job setting another young savior up to succeed.
Any other year, he would deserve the Coach of
the Year award. Jim Harbaugh, however, has
elevated his team’s performance like he is using
Jedi mind tricks to relax Quarterback Alex
Smith. Regardless of the award, he has thought
of an offense so foreign that he must have
been looking at football leagues on Tattoine (or
my high school coach’s playbook). His rushing
attack has stumped defenses and created long

Tim Tebow in a pre-game warmup
drives that eliminate their opponent’s time of
possession. Their effective defense limits their
opposing team’s point total, so that a certain
quarterback can win them the game.
The Rushing Attack
On the light side of the ball, Tim Tebow, the
Luke Skywalker of a desperate Denver
metropolis, is channeling the force to win

Photo by Jeffery Beall
games. His thumping rushes present all sorts
of game plan issues for opposing defenses in
a predominantly passing league. Don’t get me
wrong. He won’t be able to take his team to
the playoffs without his defense, but the same
could be said about any quarterback not named
Aaron Rodgers, Drew Brees, or Tom Brady.
Great defenses are how teams win Cham-

As they trust the force, I see a schedule
ahead that can keep the Broncos (from far, far
away) in wildcard contention. Once they make
the playoffs, they will be a matchup nightmare
for the poor team that does not get the first
round bye. This week, they face an injured Chicago, who is missing their two offensive studs,
Jay Cutler and Matt Forte. To put the cherry
on top, it sounds like the Broncos’ Von Miller
will be back from injury for that game. Then,
they have a tough game against New England
that Denver will probably lose at home. The
following week, they will have to stifle the Bills
offense in Buffalo, who have lost five straight
games. Finally, they should finish the season
with a close game and a victory in Kansas City.
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Finding serenity in CC’s surroundings
Giulio Brandi
A&E Editor

Critics are one of the more self-indulgent
types of writers. It’s not as if the Justices of
the Supreme Court anxiously wait to read a
critic’s review before making any major decisions, i.e., the world will turn just fine without
it (and yes, I know about art for art’s sake
and all that malarkey). However, sometimes a
review can be functional and serve some kind
of purpose beyond the opinion of a self-proclaimed expert. And it was with this sentiment
in mind that I thought about how I could
better serve the CC student body.
Overall, the CC campus is a year-round
testament to beauty. There is an abundance
of warm colors during autumn, not fall, and
the snow is picturesque at the foot of the
evergreens in the winter. During summer, the
“Canada Green” grass is littered with flannelled
bohemians. Also, spring is nice. Yet there are,
for lack of a better word, some unfortunately
profane spaces on campus: the main floor
of the library, 90 percent of Armstrong, the
common area of Loomis, etc. ad nauseam.
Some students are oblivious to their immediate surroundings and are happy to live, work,
and play in functional, utilitarian surroundings.
Don’t get me wrong, it’s not like I’m comparing the architecture of Colorado College to
the Soviet Gulags, it’s just that some rooms are,
well, less Feng Shui than others. If you enjoy
harmony with your environment or are just

curious about some lesser-known spaces on
campus, then read on.
The Fishbowl
Let’s start off easy. Everybody knows the
Fishbowl, and if you don’t, it’s the square
building attached to the tail end of Olin on the
east side of campus. The Fishbowl has three
great advantages that distinguish it from other
spaces on campus: It has great “mood lighting”
(this is a crucial feature that will appear again
in this review), it has great décor (black leather
chairs and glass tables really class up the place),
and, most importantly, the walls are made of
glass. It’s a serene environment in any kind of
weather because you get to experience the
sights of being outside with the security, and
warmth, of being inside.
Perhaps unknown to most of the campus is
that there is a hidden, surprisingly large lecture
hall inside of the Fishbowl. In fact, the size of
the lecture hall is dizzyingly large compared to
the outer space of the Fishbowl in a manner
reminiscent of the house from “The House
of Leaves”, the bestselling novel by Mark
Danielewski.
Cossitt Amphitheater
Aside from being one of the more delicate buildings on campus - and one of the
buildings in which few students will ever take
a class – Cossitt houses a serene, Greco-Roman amphitheater. Although it’s practically
unusable during the winter months, good
weather allows Cossitt Amphitheater to serve
as a sheltered and private retreat for students
looking to study or read. There were rumors

once that some student bands were going to
play a show inside the amphitheater but the
event was cancelled due to bad weather. It’s
therefore a mystery that students have not
utilized the amphitheater for hosting events
and live shows.
Lincoln Memorial Room
Behind a row of books, on the second floor
of the library, hides the Lincoln Memorial
Room. From the outside, it appears deceptively locked, but, with a gentle push on the door,
one leaves the fluorescent, noisy atmosphere
of flirting freshman and enters a world of
dignified composure. Regardless of the fact
that the decorative books are safely locked
away, there is an unspoken agreement between
the users of the Lincoln Memorial room to
shut the hell up and make as little noise as possible. I’d like to reiterate once again about the
importance of lighting and liken good lighting
to good skin: Both have got to be soft and
evenly distributed.
Keck Lab in Armstrong & Mac Lab in
Cornerstone
Amidst the maze of corridors, dead-ends,
and doors-to-nowhere in Armstrong, one can
find the Keck lab on the building’s third floor.
The Keck lab houses an impressive array of
Macs, recording equipment, even recording
rooms. It’s a little more relaxed than either of
the two Mac labs in the library and is certainly
more spacious. The Keck lab is a nice little
secret in Armstrong that few students would
ever visit unless they needed to be there, but
it is less of a secret than the Mac Lab in

Cornerstone.
If Armstrong is a maze for rats to run,
Cornerstone is a four-dimensional Rubik’s
cube. Thus, the Mac Lab Cornerstone holds
on the second (and a half) floor is all the more
elusive than its Armstrong counterpart. For
starters, the room is not available to all students. It’s locked and only the elite are allowed
entry. Secondly, the room has a mysterious but
harmonious hum to it. And I’m not talking
about the hum of your 65-year-old meth-head
neighbor’s air-conditioner. It’s a pleasant tone,
possibly in the key of A-major.
Bonus Entry: 4th floor Palmer
During an impromptu exploration mission
with a coworker of mine, we decided to check
out the fourth floor of Palmer. I’m sure that
few students bother to waste time by going all
the way up the stairs. Besides, when you do get
to the top, the doors are always locked. The
one time that my coworker and I checked it
out, the doors were all mysteriously left open.
All I can tell you is that there are some odd
rooms at the top of Palmer. A lot of small
closets juxtaposed against bare empty spaces.
Perhaps most interesting is a test chamber
straight out of the ’50s. The test-chamber
room has a bubble window for viewing what I
can only assume are test subjects about to face
their impending death at the hands of a genetically-engineered monster. For the viewer’s
safety, the room seals from the inside and
houses the remnants of some archaic, clumsy
machine. If you ever find the doors unlocked,
this floor is definitely worthy of exploration.

Left: Sun sets on Cossitt amphitheater. Right: The steamed Lincoln Memorial Room in Tutt Library. Photos by: Stanley Sigalov.

Our new food column: The Eater’s Digest
Claire Mann
Layout Editor

Food in college means many different things
for many different people. For a lot of CC
young’ns, food is what you eat at Rastall, the
Preserve, Benji’s, and occasionally (when the
mood strikes you just right) Taco Express. For
some of us, food is something we try really
hard to do right: we eat healthily, organically,
and obnoxiously. We know about quinoa,
coconut oil, and the raw food movement. We
liked pomegranate, until it got trendy, that is.
For others, food is fast, convenient, artificial,
and unnaturally delicious. Then there are
people like me: I love cooking with quinoa.
Add enough butter and anything tastes good.
Sometimes I eat at McDonald’s. Sometimes
the plight of the exploited American cow
makes me feel really shitty and I make an
oath to eat organic meat exclusively. Then
I remember I’m actually just a poor college
student. Sigh.
What I’m trying to say is that I love food. I
love all of it. And I want to share some recipes, anecdotes and cooking techniques with
my favorite food-itarians (and maybe make
some converts on the way). This week, my
friend, who grew-up in India, came over to

my house to teach me to make chicken masala.
Before I could say “tandoori”, an Indian feast
was being prepared, messy and crazed, in my
kitchen. Oh, we made the chicken masala. And
on the side we had two kinds of naan (bread),
two different chutneys: a dry, spicy peanut
chutney and cold, spicy tomato chutney,
basmati rice, the saag chole recipe that I detail
below (saag is a delicious spinach dish, chole
refers to the chick peas added to it) and modak,
a fancy steamed coconut pastry, made by my
lovely roommate for dessert. After four hours
of planning, chopping, spicing, and stirring, I
got to sit down with a group of my favorite
people to feast and converse. These are the
nights that make CC a place that I love.
Saag chole
Serves 6 (perfect amount for a big dinner, plus
leftovers)
Vegetarian option
Time: 35-40 minutes
Difficulty: Not difficult
Cost: Very cheap if you already have the
spices, still relatively cheap if you need to buy
cumin and curry powder (which, real talk, you
should have in your cupboard)
Description: Saag is a traditional Indian dish
made from wilted (or frozen) spinach. Saag
can be served by itself but is often cooked

with meats. For example, lamb saag is a dish
commonly served at Indian restaurants. This
variation is mixed with onion, sweet peas and
garbanzo beans (also known as chick peas), as
well as enough red pepper to add a nice heat
index. It’s fun to make lots, as the leftovers
are delicious.
Ingredients:
5 tbsp. butter or ghee*
6 cloves garlic, minced
1 ½ sweet yellow onions, chopped (I like
thinly sliced rounds)
1 ½ tsp. red pepper flakes (add more to
turn up the heat)
1 ½ tsp. ground cumin
3 tbsp. curry powder
1 can sweet peas (15 ounces), drained
1 can garbanzo beans (15 ounces), drained
1 ½ box frozen chopped spinach, thawed
and squeezed dry (yes, use the frozen stuff,
makes for a softer saag)
1 cup plain yogurt
1 ½ cups chicken broth (veggies can substitute vegetable broth)
Salt (you’re going to need this) and pepper
to taste
Cookware:
Large skillet

Masher (one that you would use for potatoes)
Directions:
1. Heat butter in a large skillet over medium
heat until it melts and starts to bubble. Stir in
the onion, red pepper flakes, cumin and curry
powder. Cook until the onions begin to soften
(about five minutes). Add garlic and cook
until the onions are fairly soft (another seven
minutes).
2. Add the can of peas and mash well. Stir
in the garbanzo beans, yogurt and broth of
your choosing. Let this simmer vigorously
for a while, maybe 10-15 minutes, until the
flavors really begin to meld together. This is
a good time to do a taste testing and add salt
as needed.
3. Tear the thawed, chopped spinach into
smaller pieces and add to the dish. Cook for
another seven minutes until the spinach softens. In traditional saag, it’s very important that
the spinach be tender, mushy even.
*Butter is awesome and traditionally used in
Indian cooking (actually, clarified butter, or
ghee, is traditionally used) but can be substituted with vegetable oil.
This recipe was adapted from the “Chole
Saag” recipe by Kristin, found at allrecipes.
com
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Jovanovich Lecture Series Presents:
Professor of International Relations and History at Boston University

Andrew Bacevich
“The Sources of American Conduct”
Monday, December 12, 2011
at 7:30 p.m. in
Gates Common Room
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Bacevich, an influential critic of American foreign policy, is Professor of
International Relations and History at Boston University. He served with
the US Army during the Vietnam War and subsequently held posts in Ger
many and the Persian Gulf, retiring as a Colonel in the early 1990s.
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